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Towards a Framework for Business Process Compliance Sepideh Ghanavati, Daniel Amyot School of Information Technology and Engineering (SITE) University of Ottawa 800 King Edward Avenue, Ottawa, Canada Email: sghanava,[email protected]



Abstract—Compliance with laws and regulations of business processes and software systems is becoming a crucial issue for organizations and calls for suitable methods to deal with it. In contrast to business processes and organizational requirements, regulations are very abstract and hence it is important to refine them until they are at a level of abstraction similar to that of business processes. In this position paper, we investigate the steps needed to provide a framework that integrates law modeling notations with business process modeling notations. Based on the normative statements found in a legal document, we identify a law-compliant strategic goal model and describe possible templates for business processes. This framework aims to help organizations and software engineers assess the compliance of business processes, improve their processes, and manage evolution. With the help of a middle-layer goal modeling notation, it is possible to analyze the full or partial compliance in a systematic way and identify the rationale for the presence of particular activities. Keywords-Goal modeling, legal modeling, business processes, N`omos, User Requirements Notation.



I. I NTRODUCTION A. Motivation Governmental regulations increasingly force organizations to ensure their business processes and software systems are compliant with the law. Regulations are conceptually hard to capture due to their prescriptive nature and complex structure since they aim to cover a wide range of conditions and usually contain a large number of cross-references. Therefore, managing compliance can incur a high operational cost. Moreover, a reported violation can lead to large financial penalties and hurt the organization’s reputation. Requirements engineering techniques can help organizations model their functional and non-functional requirements and analyze different alternatives and scenarios. On the other hand, regulations tend to be vague, complex and described at a very high-level (to cover many unforeseen situations) which makes them different from other types of requirements sources that are ideally simple and clear. It is hence difficult to capture regulations with state-of-the-art requirements engineering techniques. Furthermore, it is also beneficial to have separate models for the law and for the organization in order to manage the evolution of either part.
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These issues justify the need to have a framework that combines legal documents with legal and organizational models. To build such framework, it is necessary to have specific methods and systematic guidelines to extract requirements from regulations, to model them in a form compatible with business goals and processes, and to identify opportunities and constraints for business processes. In order to provide useful guidelines, we need to have a concrete model of the law, such that it bridges the gap between the regulation documents and the goal and business models. This legal model would help identify various types of legal statements and extract legal requirements from the legal documents. B. Background In recent years, Siena et al. [13] introduced a modeling framework, called N`omos, which strives to provide a systematic way for creating links between legal documents and requirements. The framework is comprised of a modeling language and a methodology. It relies on the Hohfeldian concepts of legal rights to identify the eight types of legal concepts found in legal documents: duty, privileges, claim, no-claim, power, immunity, liability, and disability. To be able to model these aspects, a language (N`omos) is proposed as an extension of the i* goal modeling language [15]. N`omos integrates legal and intentional elements with a common notation and helps provide a set of law-compliant requirements [14]. However, in this work, the authors do not explore the effect of a legal model on applicable business processes. Ghanavati et al. [3] introduce a requirements management framework that integrates legal and organizational models to establish compliance and manage change. This framework builds on the User Requirements Notation (URN) [6], which combines two complementary languages: the Goaloriented Requirement Language (GRL) for modeling goals, alternatives and rationales, and Use Case Maps (UCM) for modeling scenarios and business processes. The framework provides traceability links between the legal documents, their models, and the organizational goal and business process models. Although the framework illustrates the need to have a layered approach for deriving the models and traceability



links, it does not provide guidelines on how to build each of these models. Additional research has been conducted on analyzing issues related to legal compliance. Some approaches focus on the definition of formal way of reasoning about legal compliance [11] whereas others focus on more practical issues such as analyzing legal texts to extract a set of requirements. For example, Breaux et al. [1] developed a systematic approach for generating a formal legal model by eliciting rights in terms of permissions, obligations and constraints from legal texts. Their work illustrates that legal documents are very complex, vague and described at a high level of abstraction. Maxwell and Ant´on [7], [8] use production rules to model regulations. To generate these production rules, they focus on the eight Holfeldian classes of legal rights. With the help of these rules, an analyst with little knowledge of the law is able to query the regulation model, find instances of non-compliance, and derive new legal requirements. Several contributions also focus on modeling legal documents with goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) techniques. These approaches are mainly based on common characteristics between regulations and requirements. Darimont et al. [2] apply the KAOS methodology to model legal objectives extracted from legal documents. Rifaut et al. [9] developed a framework based on the i* goal model to capture legal requirements and analyze business process compliance with respect to related published regulations. The SecureTropos framework [5] is based on the Tropos methodology but with additional security aspects. This framework incorporates the concepts of service ownership and delegation, and it ensures access control by means of a set of permission and commitment constraints. The Normative i* framework [12] integrates legal requirements with an intentional framework based on i*. C. Objectives The existing N`omos [13] and URN-based compliance management [3] frameworks both address relevant issues but none is sufficient on its own. Our hypothesis is that we can create a new framework that integrates these two approaches and provides thorough and more explicit guidelines enabling the modeling of relationships between legal documents at one end and business processes at the other end. Our main objective is to build such a framework. Our proposed framework is composed of four layers. The first layer at the bottom is where we model business processes (workflows) with URN/UCM. In the second layer, a strategic-legal goal model in URN/GRL is used to enable the analysis of the degree of compliance of business processes, to identify missing elements, and to document the rationale for the elements of the business processes. The third layer consists of a formal N`omos model of the law, against which the goal and business process models can be analyzed. The



topmost and fourth layer contains the source documents used as original references. The third layer based on N`omos represents a new addition to the URN-based compliance framework. A set of links between the various elements of the framework are used to support traceability and compliance analysis. In this paper, we give an overview of such combined framework, with an emphasis on the law and business process levels (i.e., layers 3 and 1). We will explain how the N`omos model can help organizations improve their business processes and identify related opportunities and constraints, as well as potential solutions to fill the gap between the abstract legal level and low-level business processes. A brief healthcare-related example will help illustrate important concepts. II. F RAMEWORK OVERVIEW Laws are complex artefacts, which lay down prescriptions for a multiplicity of subjects. The main issue for legislators is to make statements generic enough to successfully articulate addressees and their behaviour regardless of how they will operate. In other words, instead of defining in detail permitted or forbidden actions, legal prescriptions apply to an abstract definition of the addressee and its behaviour. However, actual subjects may behave in a way not foreseen by the legislator, and nevertheless their behaviour can be checked against the abstract prescriptions of law. Therefore, even if a clear definition of “laws” exist, it is necessary to have a more specific definition of “behaviour”. On the other hand, at the organizational level, the behaviour is captured by the business processes that run the organization. So in principle, laws must be reified in organizational processes. For example, Article 164.502 of the U.S. Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) states: A covered entity is required to disclose protected health information: (i) To an individual, when requested under, and required by Sec. 164.524 or Sec. 164.528. Such individual is usually a patient. In Figure 1, the duty (Patient Informed) is depicted, which represents such legal prescription. Keeping the patient informed represents an “abstract action” specified by law. It is clear that this abstract action cannot be directly implemented by the addressee: it is necessary to specify how to translate this action into a concrete operationalization, i.e., how to inform the patient (“Deliver Document X”). The same picture also illustrates an excerpt of a business process where a healthcare center follows to comply with the above duty. This process must contain a certain task (for example “to deliver a certain document to patients”) as shown on the right-hand side of the Figure 1 as “Deliver Document X”. As implied by this example, the big issue is to answer the following questions: What is the relation between the abstract action and the concrete action? Is the delivery of documents a reification of the duty to keep the patient informed? Or is it a different, unrelated action?
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Our framework approaches these problems by assuming that the relation between a concrete process task and a prescribed abstract action is the purpose of the task. The purpose represents the rationale for a particular task, and links it with higher level objectives. As illustrated in Figure 2, the framework uses goal models to represent the purpose of those subjects that have to be law-compliant. Specifically, the framework uses two different extensions of i* (i.e., N`omos model, and GRL enhanced with the notion of obligation) to represent the intent of both laws and stakeholders and to connect them to the applicable legal prescriptions as well as to the business processes. Our proposed framework results in a layered structure in which models are connected to each other by a set of traceability links. In the third (legal) layer, the N`omos framework is used to model textual laws (fourth layer), whereas URN is used in the second (goal) and first (business process) layers. The links between layers aim to help analyze the impact of modifications to laws on the business processes at the lowest-level (top-down approach) as well as the impact of evolving business processes in terms of compliance to laws (bottom-up approach).
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consideration a set of issues that influence the way the purpose of business processes is linked to the corresponding law, if any. A crucial step consists in mapping law prescriptions into a pattern for business processes. For example, for each duty statement in N`omos or the legal document, there has to be at least one responsibility in the UCM process model. From the example (in article 164.502 of HIPAA), the dutyclaim statement Covered entity (CE) is required to disclose Personal Health Information (PHI) to an individual is shown as Figure 3. In the picture, an action (“DisclosePHI”) belonging to the process forces the covered entity to fulfill the individual request. This is due to the effect of laws on the process. Similarly, potential templates are defined for the other three Holfeldian classes of rights, with a set of rules to check for compliance. Discussing the details of these steps is beyond the scope of this paper. Subsequently, a set of process guidelines are needed, that exploit the mapping between legal concepts and process concepts to produce models of business processes, in which legal prescriptions are implemented. To achieve this objective, we propose to have at least three steps: • A model of the law is built using the N` omos framework. The model is a representation of the legal prescription, cleaned from dangerous aspects, such as crossreferencing, inconsistencies, and so on. The N`omos model contains a set of duties, privileges and actors with established priorities between the different elements. • The goals of the stakeholders and laws are modeled with GRL and linked to the N`omos model. According to Sartor’s definitions for normative statements [10], a normative statement is of the type of regulatory or potestative rights. A regulatory right is a type of right where one’s obligation is intended to satisfy another’s interest. This group contains two correlative instances of rights as duty-claim and privilege-noclaim. In this stage, for each of the N`omos duties or privileges, we extract legal goals or tasks. In the case of privileges, the extracted goals or tasks are optional. A potestative right is a type of right which enables a power for a power holder to determine a new normative effect, an ability which is also intended to satisfy one’s interest. This group includes the two correlative instances of right



namely power-liability and immunity-disability. When a statement is potestative, there exists a set of regulatory rights. Based on these rights, we define alternative scenarios and duties that override the related duty. Once the goals have been extracted, we refine them until they reach a set of low-level tasks. • Finally, the business processes, modeled with UCM, are linked to their purpose by means of traceability links (often indirectly via GRL tasks). Eventually, we will be able to analyze the business process against the model of law, to check that the law templates have been blended, and that the abstract semantics of legal prescriptions have been operationalized into concrete tasks. III. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK This framework aims to bridge the gap between the legal prescriptions defined in the laws and the business processes of the organization. To be concise, we can identify the main intentions of this framework as follows: • Derive law-compliant requirements for organizations, • Verify the compliance of designed organizational procedures at run-time, • Identify the evidence of instances of compliance, and • Maintain compliance when the business processes or legal documents evolve. The mapping process is considered to be semi-automated due to the flexible nature of some regulations. The framework will not be the substitute for the lawyer but it is mainly for the software engineers, and business process managers to understand the law better. In order to reach the goals of the framework, so far we worked on one section of HIPAA which includes all four correlative classes of Holfeldian rights. We derived a set of templates for each class (some of which included alternative and optional scenarios) and some rules to analyze the business processes against these templates and to ensure the business processes entail these templates. However, to provide a thorough set of guidelines and to be able to generalize and validate the templates, we need to investigate more case studies. We need to examine how the business processes can change when a dominant legal prescription overrides the current one. Moreover, it is necessary to identify the scope of the law that needs to be covered for a single business process. If there are many legal aspects related to a same business process, we also need to identify how they can affect the business process. Furthermore, we have to explore the challenges we may encounter in the face of conflicting legal prescriptions or multiple laws and standards. When we answer these question throught a thourough case study, we will define a methodological guideline to develop such framework. With the help of a set of traceability links, we will explore the evolution of legal prescriptions, goals, and business processes, as well as their mutual impact.
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